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The Laboratory Phonology research paradigm has established that abstract phonological 
structure has direct reflections in the spatiotemporal details of speech production. Past 
exploration of the complex relationship between linguistic structural properties and 
articulation has resulted in a softening of a severance between phonetics and phonology, 
which in recent years has begun to likewise encompass the phonetics-prosody interface. 
The abstract organization not only of words, but also of phrases, has a complex and rich 
effect on the articulatory details of speech production. This paper considers how 
phonological and prosodic structure interact in shaping the temporal realization of 
consonant sequences. Specifically, we examine the influence on articulatory timing of 
syllable structure effects in onset, coda, and heterosyllabic positions, and prosodic effects 
in the vicinity of a variety of phrase boundary conditions that grade in strength. 
Simultaneously, this work seeks to test and refine the π-gesture theoretical model of 
prosodic representation in speech production (Byrd & Saltzman 2003).  

 

1. Introduction 
Three of the founders of Laboratory Phonology—Beckman, Ladd, and 

Pierrehumbert—describe its research paradigm as “involving the cooperation of 
people…who share a concern for strengthening foundations of phonology through 
improved methodology, explicit modeling, and cumulation of results” (Pierrehumbert, 
Beckman, and Ladd 2001).  Over the preceding nine Laboratory Phonology conferences, 
leading research in linguistic speech experimentation has clearly established that many 
aspects of abstract phonological structure is directly reflected in the spatiotemporal 
details of speech production.  In fact, a softening of the clear severance between 
phonetics and phonology and an appreciation of the complexity of their relationship has 
been a prominent contribution of the Laboratory Phonology tradition.  In recent LabPhon 
volumes, the study of the phonetics-phonology interface has been extended to the 
phonetics-prosody interface, and we have, again, seen that abstract structural properties, 
this time of sentences rather than words, have a complex and rich effect on the 
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articulatory details of speech production (see e.g., Papers in Laboratory Phonology II, 
V).  This has led to new theoretical conceptions regarding how phrase boundaries should 
be represented and to new computational models of their realization in speech (e.g., 
Papers in Laboratory Phonology V and VIII; Byrd and Saltzman 2003).  In the study 
described below, we move from two areas of laboratory phonology that are reasonably 
well-explored—the effects of syllable structure and of phrasal structure on articulatory 
overlap—to a consideration of how these phonological and prosodic structural properties 
interact in shaping articulatory timing. 

1.1. Background regarding structural effects on articulatory timing 
 Articulatory timing refers to both the duration of and overlap among articulatory 
gestures. Articulatory timing is affected by both syllable structure, which we consider to 
be phonological, and phrase structure, which we consider to be prosodic.  In previous 
articulatory experiments in English, word boundaries have generally been used to define  
syllable edges (since the syllable status of medial consonants in English can be 
ambiguous); so we will refer to syllable structure in considering the position of 
articulatory gestures as final in a word—coda—or initial in a word—onset—or spanning 
a word boundary—heterosyllabic.   Gestural position within the prosodic structure of an 
utterance can also be characterized as phrase-final, phrase-initial, or phrase-medial (i.e., 
at a word boundary that does not coincide with a phrase boundary).  Of course, two 
gestures could span a phrase boundary such that both are boundary-adjacent, one phrase 
finally and the other phrase initially. 
 Articulatory gestures at syllable (word) edges and at phrase edges exhibit longer 
duration than those located word- or phrase-internally (e.g. Pierrehumbert and Talkin 
1992; Byrd 1996; Fougeron and Keating 1997; Byrd and Saltzman 1998; Cho and 
Keating 2001; Fougeron 2001; Keating, Cho, Fougeron and Hsu 2003; Tabain 2003; 
Byrd et al. 2005; Bombien et al. 2006; Cho 2006).  Both single consonants and consonant 
clusters in different word positions show specific duration and relative timing patterns 
(Krakow 1993, 1999; Delattre 1971; Sproat and Fujimura 1993; Hardcastle 1985; 
Harrington et al. 2004; Byrd 1996; Hardcastle and Roach 1979).  Position in a word has 
been shown to influence gestural overlap in consonant clusters such that onsets are less 
overlapped (and less variable in their timing) than like clusters in coda or heterosyllabic 
positions (Byrd 1996 see also Nam and Saltzman 2003, Nam, Goldstein, & Saltzman to 
appear, Loevenbruck et al. 1999).  Further, there is some evidence that articulatory 
gestures spanning a phrase juncture are less overlapped than those phrase medially and 
that this overlap is further decreased for prosodically stronger phrase boundaries 
(McLean 1973; Hardcastle 1985; Holst and Nolan 1995; Browman 1995; Byrd et al. 
2000; Byrd 2000; Cho 2004; Bombien et al. 2006). However, it remains unknown how 
syllable and phrasal structure interact in determining intra- and intergestural coordination 
for consonant clusters preceding (in coda position), spanning (heterosyllabic), and 
following (in onset position) a phrase boundary. 

Byrd and Saltzman (2003) (see also Byrd et al. 2000; Byrd 2000, 2006) have 
proposed a model of prosodic boundaries that makes specific predictions as to the 
temporal behavior of articulation near phrase boundaries. The prosodic (π-) gesture 
model views phrase boundaries as extending over an interval and acting to slow the time 
course of articulatory gestures that are active during that interval.  Thus, the π-gesture 
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model extends to  the suprasegmental level a fundamental insight of Articulatory 
Phonology (e.g., Browman and Goldstein 1992), namely, that phonological units are 
inherently temporal.  Articulatory Phonology posits atomic phonological units that are 
tasks or gestures defined in the constriction domain.  One of the inherent properties of a 
gesture is that it is active over a temporal interval and that the activation intervals of 
gestures are patterned or choreographed in an overlapping fashion.  The π-gesture model 
extends this notion to the level of prosodic structure.  Figure 1 shows a representative 
partial gestural score schematizing the overlapping arrangement of a prosodic gesture, 
whose activation waxes and wanes, with two co-active constriction gestures. 

 

 
Figure 1: A schema of the π-gesture model indicating two constriction gestures 

overlapping both one another and a prosodic boundary (π) gesture. 
 

While a prosodic gesture does not have a constriction task, it has an effect on the pacing 
of constriction tasks during its interval of activation. The activation strength of the π-
gesture, and therefore the degree of local slowing it gives rise to, corresponds to the 
strength of a phrasal juncture. Many of the empirical findings on intra and intergestural 
timing at phrase boundaries have been successfully simulated using the π-gesture model 
(see Byrd and Saltzman 2003), and a number of the predictions of the π-gesture model 
regarding the general symmetricality of prosodic effects on articulation and the waxing 
and waning nature of such effects have recently found empirical support (Byrd et al. 
2005; Bombien et al. 2006; Lee, Byrd and Krivokapić 2006; Byrd, Krivokapić, and Lee 
2006.). 

1.2. Hypotheses regarding consonant sequences 
The prosodic-gesture model of prosodic timing predicts longer durations and less 

overlap under the influencing, coproduced interval of a phrase boundary (i.e. prosodic 
gesture), due to slowing of the central clock pacing the unfolding of gestural activation 
intervals (Byrd and Saltzman 2003).  Specifically for consonant sequences at phrase 
boundaries, we will test the following hypotheses motivated by the π-gesture model as 
seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: A schema representing hypotheses motivated by the π-gesture model:  (1) lengthening 
of both C1 and C2 and less C1-C2 overlap in heterosyllabic clusters (top-center), (2) more 

lengthening of C2 than C1 in coda clusters (bottom-left), and (3) more lengthening of C1 than C2 
in onset clusters (bottom-right).  Internal timing changes in onset and coda clusters are also 

possible. 
 

The first hypothesis is that phrasal lengthening of constriction formation will 
affect both C1 and C2 in heterosyllabic clusters C##C, more C1 in onset clusters ##CC, 
more C2 in coda clusters CC##.  This is because, at least as a simplest starting 
assumption, the strong activation portion of the π-gesture will be generally centered 
between the phrases. This supposition has received support in Byrd et al. (2005). This 
means that the constriction events closest to the end of the first phrase and to the 
beginning of the second phrase will be most affected because they are within the 
strongest activation of the π-gesture.  

The second hypothesis is that there will be an interaction of boundary type and 
syllable position on CC overlap.  Specifically, heterosyllabic clusters (C##C) spanning a 
phrase boundary are of course expected to exhibit large decreases in CC overlap.  This 
has been observed in earlier experimental studies (see, e.g. Byrd, et al. 2000) and 
captured in simulation work (Byrd and Saltzman 2003).  Coda (CC##) and onset clusters 
(##CC) are expected to show smaller but significant effects.  That is, the effects of 
prosody on the relative timing of articulation are expected, within the π-gesture model, to 
‘reach into’ the word-internal timing of gestures adjacent to the boundary even though 
they do not themselves span a phrasal juncture.  Other accounts of the implementation of 
prosodic boundaries that only consider the effects of boundaries on phrase-initial or -final 
segments cannot explain relative timing changes farther downstream/upstream.   

Further, we will evaluate a third prediction that timing effects will grade with 
respect to boundary strength.  We are not concerned in this particular study with whether 
the phrasal junctures themselves are gradient or categorical in nature.  Rather, “graded,” 
here simply refers to the prediction that the manipulation of the independent variable of 
phrase juncture—from no-phrase-boundary to a large utterance boundary—will engender 
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a range of statistically different strengths of timing effects, ordered such that larger 
amounts of gestural lengthening and/or smaller amounts of gestural overlap will be 
associated with larger boundaries.  This is in contrast to a situation in which only a two-
way distinction between lengthening and no-lengthening obtains. 

Finally, in addition to prosodic effects and their general interaction with syllable 
structure, we are interested in a qualitative evaluation of whether the segmental 
composition of a syllable onset will influence its prosodic patterning.  Based on other 
studies, s+stop clusters are expected to be less overlapped as word onsets than as coda or 
heterosyllabic sequences; the potential patterning of other types of cluster such as [kl] is 
less clear.  Gestural conglomerations such as [s+stop] with a characteristic and stable 
pattern of coordination observed repeatedly in a language’s lexicon are referred to as 
gestural “molecules” (Saltzman et al. 1998, Saltzman 1995; Saltzman, Löfqvist, and 
Mitra 2000; Goldstein, Byrd, and Saltzman 2006; Browman and Goldstein 2000).  Word-
initial clusters of s+stop in English (and some other languages) have long been 
recognized as having special articulatory and phonotactic properties such as a single 
laryngeal gesture, no voicing contrast permitted, and a lack of stop aspiration (Browman 
and Goldstein 1986, 1992; Hoole, Fuchs, and Dahlmeier 2003; Petursson 1977; Löfqvist 
and Yoshioka 1980, 1981; Goldstein 1990 citing Yoshioka, Löfqvist, and Hirose 1981, 
and Fukui and Hirose 1983; see also Harrington et al. 2004).  It remains to be seen 
whether syllable position and boundary type might interact in a qualitatively different 
pattern for [s+stop]-type onsets and as compared to non-[sC] onsets.  If English [s+stop] 
onsets have a special status as gestural molecules, they might be less susceptible to or 
prone to prosodic perturbation.   We will examine whether these particular onset clusters 
are insulated from prosodic timing effects by virtue of their status as gestural molecules 
and what pattern in comparison is shown by non-[sC] onset clusters.  It is interesting to 
note that the predicted decrease in overlap near a boundary, described above, would be 
somewhat in tension with a resistance to overlap changes by gestural molecules.  One 
force might be resolved while sacrificing the other, or the two may accommodate to some 
degree.  It is hoped that the qualitative data patterns below will be informative on this 
matter. 
 
2. Method 

2.1. Stimuli 
 We investigated these hypotheses by examining tongue and lip movements during 
the production of two-member consonant sequences adjacent to phrasal boundaries of 
varying strengths, ranging from no phrase boundary—i.e., a simple Word Boundary, to 
an Intermediate Phrase Boundary, to an Intonational Boundary, to an Utterance 
Boundary.  The Word condition was created by having a modifier-noun boundary.   
The Intermediate Phase condition was created by using a long initial subject noun phrase; 
the Intonational Phrase boundary condition was created by an introductory ‘when’ clause 
followed by an orthographic comma, and the Utterance Boundary condition was created 
between two complete clauses/sentences separated by an orthographic period.  The 
stimuli are given in Table 1.  In the results below, we designate the four boundary types 
with the abbreviations w for Word, im for Intermediate Phrase, IP for Intonational Phrase, 
and Utt for Utterance. (The intermediate phrase is often abbreviated ip, but below is 
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abbreviated im to avoid confusion with IP in figures.) These terms for the boundary 
conditions are used because they are common in the literature but could, for our purposes, 
be understood completely atheoretically as:  a control condition, a small phrase boundary, 
a large phrase boundary (without pausing), and an utterance boundary with an acoustic 
pause (note that in the study of speech production, articulation is still continuously 
varying during acoustic pauses when there is upcoming material). 
 For each boundary condition, three two-member consonant sequences occurred:  
[sp], [sk], and [kl].  These occurred as word-final sequences, which we have labeled 
codas, word-initial sequences labeled onsets, and cross-word sequences, which we have 
labeled heterosyllabic.  Two qualifications about this description of the stimuli must be 
made.  First, the [kl] sequence in the coda condition was not actually a coda cluster but 
rather a [k] followed by a word-final [l] usually described as syllabic.  For this reason, it 
is important to remember that the coda condition is actually more accurately described as 
a word-final condition.  The [kl] was included here in order to allow for a fully-crossed 
design.  The second note about the stimuli is that in the heterosyllabic condition the [sC] 
clusters were voiced, that is [zb] and [zg].  This was done to preserve the stop’s 
unaspirated status that existed in the other two conditions (onset and coda [sC]).  Since 
we are interested in relative timing here, the decision to preserve the stop’s unaspirated 
status but voice the fricative was preferable over allowing a mismatch in the 
heterosyllabic stop quality as compared to the other two syllable conditions.  So, with 
these two notes regarding the stimuli, Table 1 presents a 3-factor fully-crossed design in 
which the independent variables are consonant sequence (3-level), syllable position (3-
level), and prosodic boundary (4-level).  The boundary either fell before the sequence 
(for onsets), in the middle of the heterosyllabic sequence, or after the sequence (for 
codas).   

This design will allow us to investigate the main effect of syllable type on the 
intra and intergestural timing of consonants in sequence and the main effect a prosodic 
boundary has on members of a neighboring cluster.  Further, the design allows us to 
examine interactions of boundary and syllable in order to ask if the relative timing of 
clusters is differentially affected depending on the placement of a prosodic boundary 
either before, after, or in the middle of the cluster. 
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Table 1: Stimuli sentences presented according to cluster, syllable position and boundary type 
conditions (W=control, word only boundary; IM=intermediate or small phrase boundary; 
IP=intonational or large phrase boundary; U=utterance or large phrase boundary with 
anticipated pausing; see text for details) 

cluster syllable position boundary 
type sentence 

[sp] coda W He saw the wasp eyes above the ground. 
[sk] coda W He saw the kiosk eyes above the ground. 
[kl] coda W He saw the focal eyes above the rest. 
[zg] heterosyllabic W He saw those guys above the ground. 
[zb] heterosyllabic W He saw those buys above the ground. 
[kl] heterosyllabic W He saw the oak lines upon the trail. 
[sp] onset W He saw no spies above the ground. 
[sk] onset W He saw no skies above the ground. 
[kl] onset W He saw no climb above the ground. 
[sp] coda IM The east wall wasp eyes over the prey. 
[sk] coda IM The east wall kiosk eyes over others. 
[kl] coda IM The dull soft yokel eyes over the barn. 
[zg] heterosyllabic IM Lean tall Rose guides a muffler around. 
[zb] heterosyllabic IM Lean tall Rose buys a muffler mound. 
[kl] heterosyllabic IM A lean tough oak lies above the pond. 
[sp] onset IM Lean tall Theo spies above the crowd. 
[sk] onset IM Lean tall Theo sky-dived into town. 
[kl] onset IM Lean tall Theo climbs above the ground. 
[sp] coda IP When he saw the wasp, eyes appeared all around. 
[sk] coda IP When he saw the kiosk, eyes appeared all around. 
[kl] coda IP When he saw the yokel, eyes appeared all around. 
[zg] heterosyllabic IP When he saw Rose, guys appeared all around. 
[zb] heterosyllabic IP When he saw Rose, buys appeared all around. 
[kl] heterosyllabic IP When he saw the folk, lines appeared all around. 
[sp] onset IP When he saw Theo, spies appeared all around. 
[sk] onset IP When he saw Theo, skies appeared all around. 
[kl] onset IP When he saw Theo, climbs appeared all around. 
[sp] coda U First, he saw the wasp.  Eyes appeared then all around. 
[sk] coda U First, he saw the kiosk.  Eyes appeared then all around. 
[kl] coda U First, he saw the yokel.  Eyes appeared then all around. 
[zg] heterosyllabic U First, he saw Rose.  Guys appeared then all around. 
[zb] heterosyllabic U First, he saw Rose.  Buys appeared then all around. 
[kl] heterosyllabic U First, he saw the folk.  Lines appeared then all around. 
[sp] onset U First, he saw Theo.  Spies appeared then all around. 
[sk] onset U First, he saw Theo.  Skies appeared then all around. 
[kl] onset U First, he saw Theo.  Climbs appeared then all around. 

 
Three native Speakers of American English read the 36 sentences (in this 4x3x3 

design) with seven repetitions of each sentence blocked by sentence in a 
pseudorandomized order, yielding 756 tokens, with the constraint that no adjacent blocks 
be the same phrasal condition. (For two speakers, this dataset was the first collected in a 
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slightly longer recording session.) The speakers reviewed the sentences before the 
experiment. The speakers are identified below as Speakers K, J, and N. 

2.2. Data collection 
 The electromagnetic midsagittal articulometer (EMMA) system (Perkell et al. 
1992) was used to track the movement of the tongue and upper and lower lips during the 
speech.  The EMMA magnetometer system transduced the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) 
movements of small receiver coils attached to the articulators in the midsagittal plane.  
Receiver coils were placed on the upper and lower lip, the tongue tip, and the tongue 
body.  For Speakers N and J, three receivers were placed on the tongue body, and for 
Speaker K two were. For all speakers, the second receiver back from the tongue tip 
receiver was used as the relevant receiver for transducing [k] and was placed in a 
comparable position across receivers (i.e. as far back as comfortable for the subject and 
for placement by the experimenter). Receiver coils were also placed on the maxilla and 
nose for use in head-movement correction, and the data was rotated to bring the x-axis 
into alignment with the sampled occlusal plane.1 749 tokens were available for analysis; 7 
tokens were lost to error. 

2.3. Data analysis 

 The three types of consonant trajectories2 to be analyzed were the tongue tip (TT) 
vertical (y) trajectory for [s] and [l], a tongue body (TB) y trajectory for [k], and the 
Euclidean lip aperture (LA) trajectory for [p]—defined as: 

! 

lip aperture = lip aperture x( )
2

+ lip aperture y( )
2( )

where :   lip aperture x = upper lip x - lower lip x;

             lip aperture y = upper lip y - lower lip y

 

The timepoints of consonant gesture onsets and peaks were recorded, as determined by 
velocity zero-crossings in Lip Aperture ([p]), TTy ([s, l]), and TBy ([k]). This is shown 
schematically in Figure 3.   

 
 

Figure 3: A schema of y-position (or dimensionless Lip Aperture) trajectories for C1 and C2 
indicating the recorded timepoints and measurements of the consonant sequences:  C1 onset and 

peak, C2 onset and peak, and the resulting C1 and C2 constriction formation durations 
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The algorithmic identification of these velocity zero-crossing timepoints for each 
consonant in the sequence allowed the calculation of four dependent variables of interest, 
as they identify the initiation of a constriction movement and the peak or end of the 
constriction formation. 
 

• C1 Duration:  C1 constriction formation duration=(time of C1 peak – time of C1 
onset) (ms) 

• C2 Duration:  C2 constriction formation duration=(time of C2 peak – time of C2 
onset) (ms) 

• Absolute Latency:  ∆Peaks=(time of C2 peak – time of C1 peak) (ms) 
• Relative Latency:  ((C2peak-C1onset)/C1duration)  
 

These four variables paint a picture of the absolute and relative timing of the consonants 
in the CC sequence.  The first three are straightforward; the fourth is a measure that 
captures the proportion of the way through the first consonant that the second consonant 
peaks (Oliveira 2004; see also Byrd 1996; Byrd et al. 2000). Both latency measures are 
useful metrics of timing changes in the sequence but must be interpreted in light of 
individual changes in C1 Duration and C2 Duration.  Importantly, Relative Latency as 
calculated above is particularly sensitive, in a non-linear way, to C1 duration (C. 
Mooshammer, p.c.).  Lastly, at one point below, we will use the time between C1 and C2 
onsets (∆Onsets) to evaluate a particular data issue that arises. 
 Data analysis focuses on general patterns observed for all subjects; however, 
significant individual differences are also reported.  The dependent variables outlined 
above are used in a repeated-measures ANOVA.  The model uses pooled data with 
[Speaker] added as a random independent variable and the [Speaker x Variable] 
interaction as the error term in the test for [Variable], as described by Winer (1971) to 
provide control over individuals between experimental units (see e.g. Choi 1992; Byrd 
1996). (Thus, the degrees of freedom reported for the error term are those of the [Speaker 
x Variable] interaction.)  The SuperAnova package (Abacus Concepts, 1989) is used to 
perform the statistical tests.  A full-interaction ANOVA with the independent variables of 
Speaker (3 level), Cluster (3-level), Syllable Position (3-level), and Boundary Type (4-
level) is performed for each of the dependent variables.  All and only results at the p<.01 
level are reported as significant.  The discussion will focus on the main effects and 
interaction of Syllable Position and phrase Boundary Type since these address the 
hypotheses we have laid out.  Because of the many interactions in this model, we will not 
explore other interactions, except in the case where they bear on the particular hypotheses 
outlined above, such as those related to the status of onset clusters.  Speaker effects and 
speaker interactions were uniformly present and will not be detailed below.  Post-hoc and 
contrast of means tests are reported as significant at a criterial level of p<.05. 
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3. Results 

3.1. C1 and C2 duration 
 Let’s first consider the duration of each of the consonants in the sequence as the 
syllable and phrasal position varies.  For C1 Duration there is a significant main effect of 
Boundary Type (F[3,6]=41.48, p=.0002) and Speaker, and no other main effects.  All 
interactions were also significant, with the exception of [Cluster x Syllable Position x 
Boundary Type].  For C2 Duration there are significant main effects of Boundary Type 
(F[3,6]=35.938, p=.0003), of Syllable Position (F[2,4]= 146.403, p=.0002), and of 
Speaker.  All three- and four-way interactions with Speaker were significant, as was the 
two-way interaction of Speaker and Cluster. 
 Turning first to the main effect of Boundary Type, which existed for both the first 
and second members of the CC clusters, Figure 4 presents these data pooled across 
subjects.  The primary observation is that a consonant is in the vicinity of a prosodic 
boundary lengthens.  Further, this lengthening increases in a graded way as the strength 
of the boundary (at least as intended for the stimulus sentences) increases.  Fisher’s 
PLSD post-hoc tests find all pairwise comparisons of Boundary Type significant for both 
consonants (p<.05).   
 

 
 

Figure 4:  Pooled C1 and C2 Duration as a function of Boundary Type 
 

Of course, it is important to consider the behavior of each of the consonants in all 
three syllable positions, as this determines the placement of the consonant either 
immediately at the phrase edge or slightly removed from it, and either before or after the 
boundary.  Recall that in Figure 2, it was hypothesized that C1 would be least affected in 
codas and most subject to lengthening in heterosyllabic and onset sequences, while C2 
would be least affected in onsets and  most subject to lengthening in coda and 
heterosyllabic sequences.  A two-way interaction of Syllable Position x Boundary Type 
existed for C1 supporting the prediction, and a 3-way interaction with subject also existed 
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for C2 in support of the prediction.  Figures 5 and 6 presents each speaker’s lengthening 
pattern as a function of syllable type for C1 and C2, respectively.   

Figure 5 shows that all speakers exhibit a strong and graded prosodic lengthening 
effect on the first consonant in the onset cluster.  They also show this strong lengthening 
for the phrase-final C1 in the heterosyllabic sequence.  When the consonant is farther 
removed from the phrase edge as it is in the word-final (i.e. coda) sequence, Speakers N 
and K do show prosodic lengthening but of a smaller and less differentiated amount. 

For C2 (Figure 6), all subjects show the most lengthening, as predicted, for the 
coda and heterosyllabic sequences.  When C2 is further removed from the phrase-edge in 
the onset cluster case, one subject (K) shows graded lengthening of C2 Duration; Speaker 
J shows a small amount of C2 lengthening for the largest boundary. 

 

 
 

Figure 5:  C1 Duration as a function of Boundary Type for individual Speakers 
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Figure 6:  C2 Duration as a function of Boundary Type for individual Speakers 
 
 In sum, we see that lengthening of the durations of the individual consonants in a 
CC sequence is sensitive to whether the consonant is at a phrase edge.  However, even 
consonants removed slightly from the phrase edge can exhibit lengthening, though to a 
lesser degree.  Further, when prosodic lengthening is strong, graded effects of boundary 
strength are observed. 

3.2. Overlap 
 We turn next to the patterns of temporal latency between the two consonants.  The 
measure of Absolute Latency (∆Peaks) reflects the time from when the first consonant 
reaches its target to the time when the second reaches its target, and, as such, it is a useful 
measure of overlap. 
 For Absolute Latency, there are significant main effects of Boundary Type 
(F[3,6]=22.297, p=.0012) and of Cluster (F[2,4]=18.28, p=.0097) and Speaker, though no 
main effect of Syllable Position.  All interactions with Speaker are significant except 
[Speaker x Cluster x Boundary Type], and the two-way interactions of Syllable Position 
with both Boundary Type (F[6,12]=9.105, p=.0007) and Cluster  (F[4,8]=77.306, 
p=.0001) are also significant.   
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Figure 7:  Absolute Latency (∆Peaks) (excluding Speaker J’s [k#l]  
which was in same direction of effect but even longer) 

 
Figure 7 presents the change in overlap as measured in absolute peak latency for 

all subjects pooled [one cell has been excluded—Speaker J’s [k#l] which behaved just as 
the pooled data shown but with larger values—in order to preserve the ability to compare 
differences on a single scale for all syllable conditions].  The unsurprising result is of 
course that when a consonant sequence spans a boundary, it becomes less overlapped.  
This effect is very large in the case of the Utterance boundary condition, where a pause is 
occurring, but is present in a graded way across boundary types.  What is more 
interesting is that in a sequence of consonants preceding a boundary (CC#), overlap also 
decreases in a graded way with boundary strength.  This could be due to the lengthening 
observed for C2 Duration.  We note also that for all subjects the ∆Peaks changes due to 
Boundary Type for [kl] in both the coda and heterosyllabic conditions were quite large 
and one source of the 3-way interaction.  The model was re-run with the [kl] cluster 
removed (leaving only the [sC]) clusters) and the main effect of Boundary Type remains 
significant (F[3,6]=12.758, p=.0052).  The individual patterns for codas and onsets across 
cluster type and speaker are further explored below in Figure 9. 
 In order to explore these latency changes further, another type of overlap measure 
will be evaluated:  Relative Latency—the proportion of the way through C1 that C2 
peaked.  For Relative Latency, all two-way interactions and all interactions with Speaker 
are significant, as well as a significant Speaker main effect; there is also a 3-way Cluster 
x Syllable x Phrase interaction.  The Syllable Position x Boundary interaction 
(F[6,12]=6.752, p=.0026) is shown in Figure 8, pooled across speakers. 
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Figure 8:  Relative Latency ((C2peak-C1onset)/C1duration)) pooled 
 
While the gradations are less consistent here—presumably because of the more derived 
nature of the variable which includes several timepoints—the effect of prosodic 
lengthening is still observed for coda and heterosyllabic sequences.  The apparent small 
reversal of effect for the onsets is due to the fact that the C1 lengthening that occurred in 
this condition was large relative to the relative timing adjustments between the 
consonants. 

In sum, intergestural timing in clusters both wholly before or after a boundary, as 
well as those spanning a boundary, show a sensitivity to the presence of an adjacent 
phrase boundary on the internal overlap of consonants in a cluster.  

3.3. Specific cluster patterns 
 At this point it will be useful to consider the patterning of individual clusters for 
each of the speakers.  One purpose this serves is to ensure that the grading of lengthening 
and overlap effects observed in the pooled data actually reflect patterns found for 
individuals.  Figure 9 presents this data for onsets and codas (the heterosyllabic data is 
very robust and individual patterns do not qualitatively differ from the pooled data); a 
checkmark has been placed above all subject-by-cluster patterns in which at least three of 
the four prosodic category differences go in the expected direction of lesser overlap at 
larger boundaries. 
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Figure 9:  Individual Speaker’s overlap patterns (∆Peaks and ∆Onsets)  
for Onsets (#CC) and Codas (CC#) as a function of Boundary Type 

 
The frequency of the graded patterns of overlap changes in the expected direction 

for individual speakers and individual clusters indicates that the pattern of gradation is 
fairly robust.  Further, at least for onset clusters, the increase in ∆Peaks is not explained 
solely by C2 lengthening, as in many instances, ∆Onsets (the time between the initiation 
of the constriction movement for each consonant) is also affected (main effect of 
boundary type on ∆Onsets (F[3,6]=20.719, p=.0014); nor does C2 Duration always 
pattern like ∆Peaks for individual subjects.  Finally, it is important to note that the effects 
on onset clusters are quite small relative to those same clusters in coda position (and 
obviously both coda and onset timing changes are much smaller than the large 
heterosyllabic effects). 

3.4. Special behavior of onsets? 
Two issues regarding onsets were raised in Section 2.  First, are onset clusters less 

overlapped than like coda clusters, as has been observed at the word level by Byrd 1996 
and Hardcastle and Roach 1979 using EPG?  Second, are onset clusters, particularly 
[#sC] clusters, less sensitive to prosodic variation than other clusters? 

Data across the range of prosodic conditions demonstrates that onset clusters are 
indeed less overlapped than like coda clusters. For each speaker, for each comparison of 
[sp] and [sk] in coda and onset in comparable prosodic positions, Absolute Latency 
(∆Peaks) is longer in every case for the onset [sC] cluster than the coda clusters.3  (Of 
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course, this pattern does not obtain for [kl] since the [l] was syllabic in word-final 
position and had very long ∆Peaks.)  These results can be seen in Figure 10. 

 

 
 

Figure 10 :  Pooled Absolute Latency (∆Peaks) for [sC] Onsets and Codas 
 

Thus, the pattern of lesser overlap in onset clusters observed by Byrd (1996) and 
Hardcastle and Roach (1979) is evidenced not only at a word boundary but also when the 
cluster follows/precedes other prosodic boundaries. 
 Let’s next turn to the question of whether or to what degree onset clusters are 
sensitive to perturbation in their internal timing caused by a preceding phrasal boundary.  
Figure 11 shows Absolute Latency for the [sC] clusters for each speaker at each boundary 
type.   

 
 

Figure 11:  Absolute Latency (∆Peaks) for [sC]  
Onsets and Codas as a function of Boundary Type 
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In this figure, for Speakers K and N, the onsets tend to show two qualitative groupings 
(Utt vs. other), while their codas tend to show three groupings (w vs. IP vs Utt).  That is, 
the onset cluster seems to show less overlap after an Utterance boundary but not to show 
much prosodic influence on its internal timing after the smaller boundaries.  The coda 
[sC] clusters, on the other hand, tend to show more gradation across the boundary 
conditions.  For Speaker J, there is no particular pattern of overlap as a function of 
boundary strength for his onsets, though his codas show two groupings (w/im vs. IP/Utt).  
This portrait suggests that indeed the [sC] ‘molecules’ may be less sensitive to prosodic 
perturbation than like clusters in coda.   
 Lastly, we should consider any distinctions exhibited between [sC] and [kl] 
sequences.  Certainly, for all speakers the onset [#kl] was relatively insensitive to 
prosodic effects on intergestural timing for all speakers compared to the heterosyllabic 
[k#l] sequence and the word-final [kl#].  This is seen in Figure 12 for each speaker. 
 

 
 

Figure 12:  Absolute Latency (∆Peaks) for [kl] as a  
function of Syllable Position for individual Speakers 

 
However, this does not address whether the onset [#kl] behaved differently than the onset 
[#sC] clusters.  There was a marginal Cluster x Boundary Type effect on ∆Peaks 
(F[6,12]=3.74, p=.0247) shown in Figure 13 (top) with subjects pooled, but there was a 
significant three-way interaction with Speaker (F[12, 641]=5.94, p=.0001).  This data 
does not offer much support for the notion that the [#sC] cluster in particular has a status 
distinct from the [#kl] with regard to prosodic effects;  though onsets do generally appear 
to behave somewhat specially.  However, since there was a 3-way interaction with 
Speaker, it is worth also considering Figure 13 (bottom), which presents Speaker N’s 
onsets for each cluster in each prosodic condition.  In the case of this speaker, there might 
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be the possibility that intergestural timing in [#sC] is less sensitive to boundary type than 
that of this subject’s [#kl] clusters.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 13: (top) Pooled Absolute Latency (∆Peaks) for [kl], [sk],  
and [sp] Onsets as a function of Boundary Type; (bottom) The same shown just for Speaker N 

 

3.5. Summary 
The predictions of the prosodic-gesture model regarding individual consonant 

lengthening in clusters are supported.  Both consonants lengthen in CC clusters, but the 
consonant closest to the boundary lengthens most.  There is an interaction of boundary 
type and syllable position on articulatory overlap.  Clusters neighboring a prosodic 
boundary are sensitive to the strength of that boundary, and, of course, heterosyllabic 
sequences spanning a boundary show overlap to be strongly affected by the intervening 
boundary.  Timing effects grade with respect to boundary type.  Finally, [sC] onset 
clusters are less overlapped than [sC] coda clusters at all boundaries.  There is mixed 
evidence that [sC] onset clusters (gestural molecules) are less sensitive to prosodic 
perturbation than [kl] onset clusters. 
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4. Discussion 
Articulatory overlap in consonant sequences is sensitive to both the internal 

phonological structuring of a word—namely, the composition and organization of 
gestural sequences—and to the placement of words in the larger informational structure 
of the utterance.  On this Tenth Anniversary of the Laboratory Phonology conferences, it 
is fitting to consider the state of our understanding as to the relations between formal, 
hierarchical linguistic structure and the articulatory realization of that structure.  The 
communication process requires vastly more than the production and recognition of 
individual words (despite the complexity of that apparently simple process); successful 
communication also requires that the information content created by syntactic structure 
and discourse factors be articulated and understood.  In order to avoid missing the forest 
(of communication as social interaction) for the trees (of word production and 
perception), language scientists must work to address the dynamic interplay of these 
processes.  In this paper, we have been interested in particular in experimentally 
investigating the relation between the phonological structure of words (specifically, the 
subsyllabic constituents of coda and onset composed of atomic phonological primitives) 
and the informational structure defining relations among words (specifically, phrasal 
structure).   

We’d like to outline here one potentially interesting way in which to view the 
relation of phonological and informational structure.  To do this, let us first be explicit 
about the information requisite for the specification of a word (aside from its semantic 
and syntactic properties).  We suggest, as have many others in the Laboratory Phonology 
tradition, that a word’s phonological specification is inherently spatiotemporal—that is, 
that its compositional units are defined in space and time.  In order to specify and speak a 
word, that word’s component units must be selected and associated with qualities defined 
by targets, activation, and coordination in an abstract coordinate system (or systems) 
appropriate for defining phonological tasks.  Different approaches as to coordinate 
systems have been offered for defining those targets (e.g. constriction-based [e.g. 
Saltzman and Munhall 1989] and oro-sensory or perception-based [e.g. Guenther 1994, 
1995]), and some progress has been made regarding the most cognitively satisfying way 
of understanding the internal temporal properties of these units.  But the fundamental 
insight that we believe can be leveraged in understanding the dynamic interplay of 
phonology and prosody has been the conceptualization of linguistic representation as 
spatiotemporal in nature. 

With regard to the organization of atomic phonological units of words into larger 
phonological structures, we suggest, in a way consonant with proposals of Browman and 
Goldstein, that other (larger) compositional units of words are instantiated by 
characteristic timing patterns among the atomic primitives (phonological gestures) 
(Browman and Goldstein 1995, 2000).  Segments and syllables are molecules comprised 
of phonological gestures that recur through the lexicon with a characteristic and stable 
pattern of coordination (Saltzman and Munhall 1989; Saltzman and Byrd 2000; Nam and 
Saltzman 2003; Goldstein, Byrd, and Saltzman 2006; Nam, Goldstein, and Saltzman to 
appear).  The laboratory phonology tradition of leveraging careful and quantitative 
analysis of speech data to inform an understanding of phonological structure has given us 
much information on the durational and coordination properties of gestures and gestural 
structures.   
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More recently, however, this tradition has turned to a consideration of the nature 
of the informational or prosodic structure of utterances, particularly focus and phrasal 
structure, starting with the seminal works of Edwards, Beckman and Fletcher (1991), 
Beckman, Edwards and Fletcher (1992); Beckman and Edwards (1994); and 
Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988).  Again, the detailed examination of the phonetic 
properties of spoken language has provided insight into the nature of the informational 
structure that situates words in a potential discourse.  We would suggest that while the 
phonological (i.e. lexical) structure of words is defined in terms of the spatiotemporal 
properties of phonological gestures (spatial [target], durational [internal timing] and 
coordination [intergestural timing]), the informational structure of an utterance is defined 
in terms of the local warping or modulation by prosodic gestures of the coordinates 
within which these spatial and temporal properties are defined (e.g., Byrd and Saltzman 
2003; Byrd 2006).  For example, phrasal prosodic structure has been proposed to be 
instantiated in articulation as a slowing of the central clock controlling the pace of 
unfolding of gestural activation trajectories in the neighborhood of phrasal boundaries 
(Byrd and Saltzman 2003; see also Edwards, Beckman and Fletcher 1991). Other types of 
informational structure such as prominence structure might warp spatial properties as 
well as temporal ones (Saltzman, Goldstein, Hot, Luzik and Nam to appear; for related 
proposals see also de Jong, Beckman and Edwards 1993, de Jong 1995).   

An in-depth experimental and model-supported approach to such an account of 
prosodic structure, one that would rival our understanding of word-internal phonological 
structure, is an outstanding challenge for the next decade of Laboratory Phonology work.  
The field stands to benefit from revealing interactions between the spatiotemporal 
specification of phonological structure and the time-varying, flexible properties of the 
abstract space and time coordinate-systems within which speech is represented and 
carried out.  It can be expected that the approach advanced by the Laboratory Phonology 
coalition of exploring these connections in an empirically rigorous and quantitative way 
will illuminate the interaction of phonological and prosodic structure in ways we are only 
now beginning to glimpse. 
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Notes 
1 The movement data were sampled at 625 Hz after low-pass filtering at 200 Hz before voltage-to-distance 
conversion.  After voltage-to-distance conversion (with a filter cutoff of 17 Hz), correction for head 
movement (using the nose and maxillary reference transducers), and rotation to the occlusal plane, the 
position signals were subject to 25 point smoothing. 
2 The signals were differentiated and the resulting velocity signals smoothed with a 9th order Butterworth 
filter of cutoff frequency 15 Hz. 
3 One way in which this qualitative evaluation of onset and coda means can be statistically supported is by 
a cell contrast of means comparison of the ∆Peaks measure.  Pooling subjects, an analysis of the [sC] 
onsets and codas (following a two-factor ANOVA of syllable x boundary type with strong main effects and 
no interaction) shows the ∆Peaks cell comparisons of onset [sC] versus coda [sC] at every prosodic 
condition to be significant at the p<.0001 level. 




